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• All-arthroscopic repair of peripheral 
triangular fibrocartilage complex (TFCC) 
tears offers less surgical time, fewer 
incisions, and fewer skin complications

• FasT-Fix (Smith & Nephew, Andover, MA) 
pre-tied suture device
• Higher biomechanical strength than 

outside-in repair
• 11of 12 patients with excellent outcome 

scores at 1-year follow-up 

• 11 patients (range 20-64)
• 7 years mean follow-up (range, 4-11)
• Wrist/Forearm ROM

• Flexion 76°±11°
• Extension 73°±12°
• Pronation 81°±7°
• Supination 86°±4°

• Grip strength 98%±15% (vs contralateral) 
• Outcome scores

• QuickDASH 9±8
• Modified Mayo 80±6
• PRWE 12±12

• No postoperative complications

• Excellent clinical function at a mean follow-
up of 7 years after all-arthroscopic pre-tied 
suture device repair of isolated Palmer 1B 
TFCC tears

• Pre-tied suture device is a reliable and 
durable treatment option for repair of 
peripheral TFCC tears
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• Evaluate long-term functional outcomes 
after all-arthroscopic pre-tied suture device 
repair of peripheral TFCC tears

OBJECTIVES

Image: Bohringer, Arthroscopy, 2002

• Retrospective review
• Arthroscopic TFCC repair, 2005-2015

• Inclusion criteria
• Palmer type 1B 

tears on 
arthroscopy

• Use of pre-tied 
suture device 
repair

• Exclusion criteria
• Non-peripheral TFCC tears (1A, 1C, 1D)
• Prior wrist injury or surgery
• Not isolated TFCC injury (i.e. other wrist 

injury identified at time of arthroscopy)
• Follow-up less than 4 years

• Data
• Outcome Scores 

• QuickDASH
• Modified Mayo Wrist
• PRWE

• Grip strength
• ROM
• Postoperative complications
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